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Introduction:  We review the current and optimal 

observing architectures for space weather forecasting 
and discuss possible uses of a cis-Lunar “Deep Space 
Gateway” (DSG) platform in contributing to space 
weather operational and research observations. The 
2007 NASA report “Heliophysics Science and the 
Moon: potential solar and space physics science for 
Lunar exploration” was written prior to the advent of 
many of the modern developments in space weather 
forecasting. In particular, Theme 2 on space weather 
focuses mainly on the role that energetic particle detec-
tors in lunar orbit or on the surface of the Moon can 
play in characterizing or “now-casting” space weather 
radiation events, e.g. Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) 
events associated with solar magnetic eruptions. How-
ever, since the 2007 report several space weather mod-
els have been transitioned to operations for the purpose 
of forecasting solar wind and Coronal Mass Ejection 
(CME) events at Earth and other solar system bodies, 
geomagnetic storms caused by magnetospheric reac-
tion to solar wind and CME impacts, and ionospheric 
and upper atmospheric response to these geomagnetic 
storms including physics-based estimates of thermo-
spheric drag increases due to space weather events.  

The DSG platform offers novel observational in-
puts that could both increase model forecast accuracy 
and act as validating observations to increase model 
fidelity and accuracy. In addition to radiation and 
plasma detectors to characterize the near-Moon envi-
ronment, the DSG could in principle carry solar imag-
ing telescopes to augment Earth-based observations or 
observations from off-Sun-Earth line locations such as 
the L4 and L5 Lagrangian points. Depending on orbit 
selection or companion platforms (“sub-satellites”) that 
use DSG as a communications link, continual full-Sun 
imaging (optical, EUV, and coronagraph) and irradi-
ance observations could be enabled with no interfer-
ence from Earth eclipses or atmospheric absorption (as 
on the ISS) while retaining the advantage of instrument 
access by DSG astronauts for repair or upgrades, as 
demonstrated by the Skylab mission.  

The additional advantage of providing particle and 
magnetic field measurements both in and outside of the 
magnetosphere as the Moon orbits the Earth would 
enable supplemental vantage-point observations during 
large space weather impacts to the magnetosphere. The 
DSG can be viewed as an ideal platform for space 
weather operational and research observations that will 

uniquely supplement current and future proposed space 
weather observing platforms. 
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